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to International Educator’s third annual special section of publications for international educators and their student. We invited publishers in the field to provide brief
descriptions of their books and other resources so that you could have a helpful resource for
the upcoming fall semester and beyond. Below you will find a listing—alphabetical by publisher—of all of
the submitted publications. Each publisher’s section includes contact information to allow you to get more
information or to order their wares. A special catalog insert in this edition of International Educator covers
NAFSA’s own publications along with an order form.
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American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers (AACRAO)
www.aacrao.org
Phone: 202.263.0292
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The Impact of Bologna and Threeyear Degrees on U.S. Admissions: A
Focus on Europe, Australia and the
United Kingdom
Capturing the presentations and discussions among participants from
a November 2006 symposium, this
monograph discusses topics such as
international student mobility; ways in
which the adoption of three-year degrees—especially in Europe and Australia—affect U.S. admissions
policies and practices; the Bologna Process and Europe’s progress
toward developing EU-wide three-year degrees; curricular and policy issues specific to selected disciplines in the United States and
abroad; and views of U.S. credit evaluators and accreditors.
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Accreditation Mills
Accreditation Mills is the first publication
of its kind to explore the growing influence and threat of accreditation fraud.
The author, Allen Ezell, gives a historical
perspective of the problem, explores the
relationship between degree mills and
accreditation mills, and defines tactics
used by mills to deceive the public. The
book cites case studies and undercover
operations, including examples of how
individuals and groups have made a stand in the fight against degree
mills and accreditation mills.

Bogus Institutions and Documents
This volume is designed as a guidebook to
give you the information and tools that you
need in order to face and fight the complex
battle against bogus institutions and degree
fraud. This book will inform you about the
issues, help you to learn techniques to detect bogus institutions and documents, offer
guidelines in handling cases of fraud, help
you to prevent your institution or organization from becoming a victim of fraud, and give you confidence in
discussing all of these issues with colleagues and superiors.
Foreign Educational Credentials
Required
Looking for a concise and easily referenced
source for information on credentials and
other documentation that would be required for entry from a given country to a
specified level of study? The fifth edition of
Foreign Educational Credentials indicates,
in a convenient and consistent form, the
educational credentials that should be available for applicants from
more than 200 countries.
The AACRAO International Graduate
Admissions Guide
A companion to The AACRAO International Guide: A Resource for International
Educational Professionals, this volume
provides a hands-on approach to enable
you to determine the admissibility of applicants from abroad to your graduate
degree and non-degree programs.

for International Educators
and Their Students
Australia: Education and Training
(Country Studies Series)
A guide for United States admissions officers to the structure and content of the
educational system of Australia, including
descriptions of the state and territorial public school systems. Also includes a formal set
of comparability and placement recommendations based upon the author’s research.
The Educational System of the United
Kingdom (Country Studies Series)
A guide for United States admissions officers to
the structure and content of the educational system of the United Kingdom.

American Council on Education (ACE)
www.acenet.edu/bookstore
Phone: 301.632.6757

Venturing Abroad: Delivering U.S.
Degrees Through Overseas Branch
Campuses and Programs
U.S. colleges and universities are becoming increasingly mobile, setting up branch
campuses and offering their degrees
abroad. This publication addresses what
they are doing, the strategies pursued, the
leadership issues and challenges, and the
hot spots of cross-border activity.

Apples and Oranges in the Flat World:
A Layperson’s Guide to International
Comparisons of Postsecondary Education
This publication is a primer on making sense
of comparative performance measures of postsecondary education. It explains the limitations
of international comparisons, and describes
the most frequently cited sources. Some of the
more commonly cited indicators are presented, including categories
of educational performance; production of scientists and engineers;
finances; spending in science and technology; student mobility and
international enrollments; and international rankings of institutions.
A Handbook for Advancing
Comprehensive Internationalization:
What Institutions Can Do and What
Students Should Learn
Produced with the support of the Ford
Foundation, this handbook, the third in the
Global Learning for All series, encourages
institutions to adopt a strategy for comprehensive internationalization that integrates both programmatic
inputs and student learning outcomes. It includes illustrative examples and documents drawn from ACE member institutions.
Internationalizing the Campus:
A User’s Guide
This publication is a practical guide for higher
education administrators and faculty engaged
in internationalizing their institutions. It
draws on literature in the fields of organizational change and international education,
and offers resources developed through ACE’s
experience with diverse institutions around the country.
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At Home in the World: Bridging the
Gap Between Internationalization and
Multicultural Education
This publication, the fourth in the Ford
Foundation funded Global Learning for
All series, helps institutions launch conversations about the relationship between
internationalization and multicultural education. It outlines the common ground these areas share, the ways in which these areas diverge,
and potential strategies for advancing conversations that bridge the gap
between internationalization and multicultural education.

A Brief Guide to U.S. Higher Education
(2007 Edition)
This updated guide, produced with the generous support of ETS, provides an overview
of U.S. higher education, including the roles
of government, institutional finance and
administration, and accreditation. Other
highlights include chapters on students, faculty, and public policy
issues. Bulk discount pricing available for orders of 10 or more.
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Where Faculty Live:
Internationalizing the Disciplines
Madeleine F. Green and Robert
Shoenberg
This essay, the second in the Global Learning for All series, grows out of an ACE
project funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. The essay highlights the
role of national disciplinary associations in promoting internationalization of the disciplines and outlines how global learning outcomes
can provide useful tools for faculty. 2006.
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Building a Strategic Framework for
Comprehensive Internationalization
Christa L. Olson, Madeleine F. Green,
and Barbara A. Hill
First in a series of working papers on internationalization and funded with generous
support from the Ford Foundation, this
essay outlines two complementary approaches to internationalization as part of
an institutional strategy and illustrates how these approaches can
be used together in an integrated manner. 2005.
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Internationalization in U.S. Higher
Education: The Student Perspective
This report, which draws on earlier
research conducted by ACE on the internationalization of U.S. colleges and
universities, focuses on student experiences and beliefs regarding international
education at “highly active” institutions.
Funded by the U.S. Department of Education, the report also describes differences between students from
highly active institutions and those from less active institutions,
when such differences are notable. 2005.

Academy for Educational Development (AED)
www.cap-aed.org
Phone: 202.884.8297

Handbook for Hosting: The AED
Guide to Welcoming U.S. Students to
Your Campus
Written to build and enhance institutional
capacity to serve as hosts for education
abroad programs, the Handbook provides
a comprehensive picture of the education-

al, student services, housing, and contractual relationships inherent
in being a hosting partner with a U.S. educational institution or education abroad program provider. There are chapters on U.S. higher
education, collaborative relationships, appropriate student orientation, and health and safety concerns. The publication’s 360 pages
include 25 appendices containing sample forms and materials.
Proceedings from the Colloquium on
Diversity in Education Abroad
The collection of papers, keynote remarks,
participant questions, and the Colloquium’s
conclusions and action plan from the 2006
day-long program on building greater diversity among U.S. study abroad participants,
organized by AED. Discussions are focused
on issues, data, and practices for increasing
participation among students of color, and
of those with limited economic means. The Proceedings include a
Colloquium summary, keynote speech, 10 presented papers, and
two supplemental articles, in addition to the action plan.

American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA)
www.ailapubs.org
Toll free: 1.800.982.2839

Immigration Options for Academics
and Researchers
Analytical tools for successfully obtaining
work visas and Green Cards for the higher
education community. Written and edited
by leading immigration practitioners and
international educators, Academics and Researchers is an excellent companion to your
foreign student advisers’ manual. It provides temporary and permanent options for professors and researchers, guidance on security
issues and travel risks in academia, and more. Table of contents is
available at the AILA Web site.
Essentials of Immigration Law
Get practical explanations of this often-confusing and contradictory area of law. This
book provides the foundation necessary
for a basic understanding of everything immigration—from the passage of the first
immigration-related statute to the current
state of affairs under the 2006 laws and
amendments. This “easy read” will help you
understand citizenship/naturalization, processing of visas at U.S.

consulates and embassies, as well as student and work visas. Table
of contents available at AILA Web site.
Immigration Law Today
With a subscription to AILA’s bimonthly
journal, you’ll receive updates on the latest developments in the challenging field
of immigration law. Immigration Law
Today provides in-depth coverage and
cutting-edge analysis as well as practical
advice and updates on events affecting
this area of law. [If you’d like a sample
issue of Immigration of Law Today, please contact us at pubs@aila.
org and reference IEIL07 in your request.]

Barbara Kappler, Andrew D. Cohen, R. Michael Paige
Building on information and hands-on activities available in the
Students’ Guide, the Instructional Guide offers many ideas for
improving pre-departure, in-country, and re-entry study abroad
programming as well as strategies instruction in language classrooms. Provides the theory behind study abroad program activities.
This guide is packed with activities that have facilitation instructions
and includes duplicable masters so that you can use the materials
with or without the Students’ Guide. Available in June 2007.

The College Board
http://store.collegeboard.com
Toll free: 1.800.323.7155 (credit only)
International: 1.212.713.8260

Directory of Overseas Educational
Advising Centers 2006 CD-ROM
The most current list of overseas centers
in the EducationUSA advising network,
published in cooperation with the U.S. DeState. Detailed
information
for over 470 centers
FINAL I Educator adpartment
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The Center for Advanced Research on Language
Acquisition
www.carla.umn.edu
Phone: 612.626.8600

Maximizing Study Abroad: An
Instructional Guide to Strategies for
Language and Culture Learning and
Use

CONSULAR VISA ASSISTANCE
IN CANADA & MEXICO
(&WORLDWIDE)

“outstanding consular
law practice”
Chambers Global World’s
Leading Lawyers 2007 Ed.

Avi Friedman, Esq.
(afriedman@wolfsdorf.com)

Bernard Wolfsdorf, Esq.
(bernard@wolfsdorf.com)

�

�
�

Attorney Representation at
U.S. Consular Posts for F-1,
J-1, M-1, H-1B, & O-1 Visas
Monthly Visa Trips
Security Check Analysis

1-800-VISA-LAW � www.wolfsdorf.com � Los Angeles � New York
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Maximizing Study Abroad: A Students’
Guide to Strategies for Language and
Culture Learning and Use
R. Michael Paige, Andrew D. Cohen, Barbara Kappler, Julie C. Chi, & James P.
Lassegard
Aimed at students
who want to make
the most of their
study abroad experience, this
user-friendly guide
help s student s
identify and use
a wide variety of
language and culture learning strategies. Students start with
three inventories to find out how they learn
language and culture. The rest of the guide
offers creative activities to expand students’
learning strategies as they prepare for study
abroad, during their experience, and upon
return. Newly revised in 2006.
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in 160+ countries includes international and APO/pouch addresses,
e-mail, Web sites, telephone, and fax numbers. Also include top
academic fields of interest, type and level of study programs sought,
services provided to college recruiters, and more. Centers indexed
by country and city. Mailing labels are available separately.
College Board International Student
Handbook 2008
This unique directory is designed expressly
for students from outside the United States.
It supplements the College Handbook by
focusing on U.S. college information of
particular relevance to international students, such as scholarship aid, English
proficiency requirements, housing, and
special services such as ESL classes. Includes articles on how and
when to apply for admission, and tables of information from more
than 2,000 institutions.
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College Board College Handbook 2008
This is the only guide that profiles all 3,600
accredited colleges, universities, community colleges, and technical schools in the
United States. It gives a complete overview
of academic offerings, class sizes, athletics, and student life at each school. Forty
indexes help students find and compare
schools by key features.
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Book of Majors, Second Edition
Choosing a college major is simplified with
this guide, useful for students and career
counselors. Completely updated for 2007,
this book describes more than 190 majors
in detail—including 10 new ones. It also
provides a list of 900 majors and graduate programs that shows students which
universities offer each major listed, and at
what degree level.
The Official SAT Study Guide
Help prepare students for the SAT with the
only book that features practice tests created by the test maker. The book features
21 chapters that describe each test component, review concepts and test-taking
approaches, and offer suggestions to get
ready. Eight full-length tests are included,

with additional practice questions for the critical reading, writing
and math sections plus practice essay questions, sample essays, exercises and the essay scoring guide.
The Official SAT Teacher’s Guide
This tool from the SAT test maker helps
teachers highlight skills in the classroom
or create a comprehensive SAT preparation course. Nineteen clearly organized
and focused lessons include topic overviews, student activities and handouts, and
sample test items, with linked reference for
student use to materials in both the Official SAT Online Course and the Official SAT Study Guide.

Culturelink Press
www.culturelinkpress.com
Toll free: 1.800.431.1579
Fax for international orders: 1.619.501.1369

What’s Up America? A Foreigner’s
Guide to Understanding Americans
This guide answers real questions international students ask about American
behavior. The book is based on the author’s
twenty years of helping international students adjust to the United States. Unique
in format, international educators and students get a visual picture of the American
people in illustrations, pie charts and informational graphics. Because it’s easy to read,
faculty and foreign advisors use it for class,
orientations, and as a practical reference tool.

Intercutural Press
www.interculturalpress.com
Toll free: 1.888.273.2539

Exchange Student Survival Kit,
2nd Edition
The Exchange Student Survival Kit, now in
a completely updated and expanded second
edition, has become the essential guide for
young people traveling abroad, helping them
better understand the unique experience of
international exchange programs. More
important, it shows students how to avoid many common misunderstandings and problems that can occur in the course of their
adjustment to a new family, a new school and a new community.
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Open Doors
1948-2004
(CD-Rom)
This CD-Rom
includes every
issue of the Open
D o o r s re p o r t
published from
1948-2004. Each
issue is presented in its original form
in fully searchable Adobe Acrobat files.
Open Doors is a comprehensive statistical portrait of international students and

;2 2+'6 )' 96")'.
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IIEPassport: Academic Year Abroad
2007–2008
A complete guide to planning academic
year study abroad. Over 3,800 semester
and academic-year programs offered by
U.S. and foreign universities and private
organizations. Key information on application requirements, academic credit,
program contact information, language
of instruction, housing, travel, and orientation. Includes comprehensive indexes on costs, fields of study,
and special learning opportunities. Introductory section on planning international study. Annual–36th Edition.
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IIEPassport: Short-Term Study Abroad
2007–2008
A comprehensive reference directory on
short-term study abroad programs ranging from summer and January study to
two-week study tour and language immersion courses, with programs for students,
teachers and adult learners. Over 3,200
programs offered by U.S. and foreign universities, schools, and other organizations—in Western and Eastern
Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Oceania and the Western
Hemisphere. Annual–57th Edition.
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Study Abroad Funding: A Guide
for U.S. Students and Professionals
(CD-Rom)
This new CD-Rom features detailed descriptions of hundreds of study abroad
scholarships, fellowships, grants, and
paid internships for undergraduate and
graduate students, and professionals.
The CD-Rom is searchable by field of study, destination country, and
other categories such as race and ethnicity and gender. May 2007.
IIENetwork Membership
Directory 2007
The IIENetwork Membership Directory
lists contact information for over 4,000
professionals at higher education institutions around the world who are
active participants in international educational exchange. The directory also
serves as reference as you plan your
international programs and includes

information about fellowships, scholarships and hosting opportunities for students, scholars, educators and campuses. Annual.

The International Partnership for Service-Learning
and Leadership (IPSL)
(212) 986-0989
www.ipsl.org

How to Serve & Learn Abroad
Effectively: Students Tell Students
By Howard A. Berry and
Linda A. Chisholm
A revised, second edition will be available in fall 2007. This book is based on
the experiences of students. The authors
have organized the students’ advice into
a guide that helps students to choose a
study abroad and/or volunteer program
that is right for them and then give and get the most through their
volunteer service at home or abroad. It is also useful to those who
advise, orient, and re-enter study abroad students.
Charting a Hero’s Journey
By Linda A. Chisholm
Based on the work of Joseph Campbell,
and using excerpts from the journals of
such people as Jane Addams, Langston
Hughes, Octavio Paz, Samuel Johnson,
Mary Kingsley, and Kathleen Norris,
this book is a guide to the writing of a
journal for college students engaged in
study abroad, off-campus study, and/or
service-learning.
Service-Learning Across Cultures:
Promise and Achievement
Edited by Humphrey Tonkin
Funded by the Ford Foundation, this
book explores the effects of international
service-learning on the students who participate, the institutions where they study,
and the agencies where they perform their
service. It demonstrates that international
service-learning is transforming for all
concerned, and a means through which we can create citizens and
individuals responsive to the needs of others, civically engaged, and
prepared for a peaceful future based on the globalization of compassion, tolerance, and understanding.

Understanding the Education—
And Through It the Culture—
in Education Abroad
By Linda A. Chisholm and
Howard A. Berry
Based on the premise that an educational
system both reflects and shapes a culture,
this short book is a guide for students
going abroad to study. It leads them stepby-step through an in-depth investigation
of the university they attend overseas and higher education in their
host country, helping them both to be a successful student and to
come to a deeper knowledge of their host culture.

Where in the World Do I Belong?
What country’s culture fits your
personality type?
A paradigm shift in the way cultures are
understood! Approach cross-cultural communication by using the personality type
theories of Myers Briggs and Jung. Insightful
quotes and personal experiences of people
from around the globe make Where in the
World Do I Belong? come alive. Cartoons by
TRIGG illuminate and humorously depict various personality types
and people from other cultures. Where in the World Do I Belong?
includes personality type profiles of more than 115 countries.

Visions of Service
Edited by Linda A. Chisholm
Introduces students to five of the world’s
great religions—Hinduism, Buddhism,
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—with a
special emphasis on each religion’s philosophy of service and call to serve. With
excerpts regarding service and social responsibility from the sacred writings of
each tradition, followed by questions for
study and reflection, Visions of Service gives students a framework
for considering the differences and commonalities among the religions on the subject of serving those in need.

University of Minnesota

TYPE and CULTURE .com (Jetlag Press)
www.typeandculture.com
Phone/Fax: 303.484.3850

Internationalizing Undergraduate
Education: Integrating Study
Abroad into the Curriculum
Based on the University of Minnesota’s
2004 study abroad curriculum integration conference, this volume is designed
to be a practical companion for institutions as they move toward integrating
study abroad into their undergraduate
degree plans. Includes 40 articles by faculty, advisers, education
abroad professionals, and program providers from the University
of Minnesota, University of California, Kalamazoo, Michigan State,
Notre Dame, Carleton, Butler, and others. Contains contributions
from 73 authors including Mestenhauser, Paige, and Sideli.

World Diversity
www.worlddiversitycalendar.com
Toll free: 1-877-3 ETHNIC

World Calendar 2007
The World Calendar is a great
tool for learning about world
cultures and religions. It is 14”
X 11” and opens to 14” X 22”.
It contains months and days in
seven different languages, national and civic holidays of over
100 nations, as well as religious holidays for five major religions. The
World Calendar also features beautiful full color cultural images
from around the world. It is updated annually. Visit our Web site
for more information.
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Knowing and Doing: The Theory
and Practice of Service-Learning
Edited by Linda A. Chisholm
A festschrift written by colleagues
around the world in honor of Howard
A. Berry, this book is a collection of
essays about service-learning together
with a selection of Berry’s speeches
and papers. A sophisticated collection
of writings about international education in general and service-learning
in particular, Knowing and Doing illuminates the power of service-learning and gives testimony to the
conviction of many that this pedagogy will have an enduring and
transforming effect on higher education.

www.bookstores.umn.edu
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